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We study the formation of engineered ferroelectric domains in two dimensions based on a
continuum approach that incorporates the long-range elastic and electrostatic interactions. The
model is also used to simulate the piezoelectric properties of the engineered domain configurations
and the response is compared with that of an analogous single domain state. The results show that
the low field piezoelectric constants for the engineered configuration are very close to those obtained
for the corresponding single domain state and the domain wall influence is not significant. For high
fields, domain walls act as nucleation sites for an electric field induced structural transition.
© 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1737059#

If an electric field is applied to an unpoled ferroelectric
material along a direction that is not one of the polar axes,
stable domain configurations termedengineered domainsare
formed. There is considerable interest in these domain con-
figurations as they exhibit large piezoelectric response.1,2 It is
believed that this ‘‘superpiezoelectric’’ response is due to the
symmetry change caused by a rotation of the polarization
towards the direction of the applied field.3 It is important to
understand to what extent the large response is influenced by
the presence of domain walls in the engineered configura-
tion. Recent studies have shown that the low field piezoelec-
tric response of theengineered domainconfiguration of
0.67Pb~Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3– 0.33PbTiO3 is very close to that of
single domain data after a rotation transformation of the
coordinates.4,5 However, for large fields, the presence of do-
main walls may influence the piezoelectric response. In this
letter, we theoretically study the effect of domain walls on
the piezoelectric properties ofengineered domainsas a func-
tion of the applied field over a range of electric field values.

The electromechanical response of ferroelectrics poled
along nonpolar directions has been studied theoretically us-
ing first-principle calculations.3 A continuum Landau theory
describing a single domain or homogeneous state has also
been used to study electromechanical properties of BaTiO3

as a function of temperature and electric field direction.6 Al-
though such calculations provide valuable insights into the
physics of the polarization-strain coupling, they do not de-
scribe inhomogeneities due to domains and domain walls.
Here we use a continuum time-dependent Ginzburg–Landau
framework7 that incorporates long-range elastic and electro-
static interactions which are crucial to describe multidomain
states and domain walls. To illustrate the underlying prin-
ciples, we restrict to a two-dimensional~2D! ferroelectric
system. However, we choose free energy parameters relevant
for BaTiO3 which were used in Ref. 6.

The free-energy functional for a 2D ferroelectric system
is written asF5Ft1Fem1Fes. Here Ft is the transforma-

tion free energy6 that describes the ferroelectric transforma-
tion and is given as
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wherePx and Py are the polarization components. The ho-
mogeneous part of local free energy is expanded as a poly-
nomial in the polarization, i.e.:
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The free energy coefficientsa1 ,a11,...,a112 determine the
ferroelectric phase and the gradient coefficientsg1 , g2 , and
g3 are a measure of domain wall energies.Ex andEy are the
components of an external electric field. The electromechani-
cal contribution to the free energy can be expressed as a
long-range interaction between the polarization fields as

Fem5lE dkuC2~k!G2~k!1C3~k!G3~k!2G1~k!u2, ~3!

where thek50 mode has been excluded from the above
integral. Such an interaction is obtained by eliminating the
strains from the elastic free energy, subject to the elastic
compatibility relations.8 The constantl is the strength of this
nonlocal interaction and, hence, it influences the underlying
microstructure. The quantitiesG1(k), G2(k), andG3(k) are,
respectively, the Fourier transforms ofQ1(Px

21Py
2), Q2(Px

2

2Py
2), and Q3PxPy . The quantitiesQ1 , Q2 , and Q3 are

calculated in terms of the electrostrictive constantsQi j of the
material using Q15Q111Q12, Q25Q112Q12, and Q3

5Q44. The kernels C25(kx
22ky
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2) and C3

5kxky /(kx
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2) are orientation dependent. The electrostatic
contribution to the free energy due to the long-range dipole–
dipole interaction is given bya!Electronic mail: rajeev@viking.lanl.gov
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The integral in Eq.~4! also excludes the homogeneousk50
mode. The quantitym is the strength of this interaction. The
total energy is defined byF5Ft1Fem1Fes with two addi-
tional constants, i.e.,l and m, which are essential for the
description of multidomain states.

The dynamics of the polarization fields is given by the
relaxational time-dependent Ginzburg–Landau equations
]Pi /]t52g(dF/dPi), whereg is a dissipation coefficient
and i 5x, y represents the polarization components. We first
introduce rescaled variables defined asu5Px /P0 , v
5Py /P0 , z5r /d and t* 5gua1(T0)ut, whereT0 is a fixed
temperature. In this work, we use the parameters6 for BaTiO3

for the free energyf local. The parameters which can be de-
pendent on the temperatureT are: a153.343105(T2381)
V m C21, a1154.693106(T2393)22.023108 V m5 C23,
a111525.523107(T2393)12.763109 V m9 C25, a12

53.233108 V m5 C23, anda11254.473109 V m9 C25. The
electrostrictive constants are given asQ1150.11 m4 C22,
Q12520.045 m4 C22, and Q4450.029 m4 C22. We as-
sume that the coefficientsg15g25g35g and use the value
g50.02531027 V m3/C quoted in the literature.9 To calcu-
late the rescaled quantities, we useT05298 K and P0

50.26 C m22, and d;6.7 nm. The values chosen for the
long-range parameters arel50.25ua1(T0)u/P0

2 and m
520e0ua1(T0)u.

The time-dependent Ginzburg–Landau model with the
rescaled parameters is used to simulate the domain patterns
and electromechanical properties. The equations are dis-
cretized on a 1283128 grid with the Euler scheme using
periodic boundary conditions. For the length rescaling factor
d;6.7 nm, this discretization corresponds to a system of size
;0.85mm30.85mm. We simulate the properties of this 2D
model atT5273 K. At this temperature, in absence of the
applied field, the minima of the free energyf local define a
rhombic ferroelectric phase with the four degenerate states
~60.21,70.21! C m22 and ~60.21,60.21! C m22. The dy-
namical equations are solved starting from small amplitude
random initial conditions corresponding to a quenched
paraelectric phase. Domains of the four degenerate states
form and a domain growth process takes place. Eventually,
the growth stops and a stable multidomain state shown in
Fig. 1~a! is obtained. To simulate the effect of an external
electric field, the evolution equations are solved with a vary-
ing Ey ~electric field in the@01# direction! while Ex is kept at
zero. The domain configuration of Fig. 1~a! is the initial con-
dition asEy is varied quasistatically~the system is allowed to
relax for t* 51000 after each change! from Ey50 to
Ey572.07 kV/cm in steps of 1.85 kV/cm. On applying this
field, a stable multidomain state that has only two of the
variants (Py.0) is formed atEy55.54 kV/cm @Fig. 1~b!#.
This configuration is a 2D analog of theengineered domains
observed in recent experiments.1,2 This engineered configu-
ration persists untilEy;51 kV/cm, although individual po-
larization vectors gradually rotate towards the@01# direction.
Figure 1~c! shows the domain pattern atEy551.74 kV/cm.
Here we can clearly see that polarization vectors have rotated
and at the domain wall, the polarization is almost aligned

with the@01# direction. Thus, the domain boundaries serve as
a nucleation source for an electric field induced structural
transition from a rhombic to a rectangular ferroelectric
phase. The transition is complete atEy553.59 kV/cm, as is
clear from Fig. 1~d! where all the polarization vectors are
aligned along the@01# direction. If we remove the field, the
situation shown in Fig. 1~d! remains in a single domain rect-
angular state.

In Fig. 2~a!, we show the variation of average polariza-
tion componentŝPx& and^Py& for the situation depicted in
Fig. 1. The appropriate single domain behavior starting from
a polarized statePx50.21 C m22 and Py50.21 C m22 is
also shown. Polarization rotation and field induced transition
at Ey;53 kV/cm for the multidomain state are apparent from
this figure. Interestingly, the transition occurs at a higher
field valueEy;69 kV/cm for the single domain state. This is
due to the fact that in the single domain state, there are no
nucleation mechanisms. Nucleation sources exist in the mul-
tidomain state due to the domain walls. In the single domain
calculations of Bell,6 the field induced transitions occurred at
much higher values than the experimental values for multi-
domain systems. The present calculation suggests that do-
main walls can help to reduce the transition field value, simi-
lar to the effect of dipolar defects in reducing the coercive
field during switching.8 Figure 2~b! shows the electrome-
chanical response for this situation for both single and mul-
tidomain states. The uniaxial strain is calculated using the
averagê hyy(Ey)&2^hyy(0)&, wherehyy5Q11Py

21Q12Px
2.

To compare the piezoelectric coefficientd33 values for the
single and multidomain states, we depict in the inset of Fig.
2~b! the slope of the strain versus electric field curves as a
function of the electric fieldEy . For electric fields in the
range 5–40 kV/cm the piezoelectric constants for single and
multidomain states are not significantly different. For ex-

FIG. 1. Electric field induced evolution of domains for a simulated~;0.85
mm30.85 mm! system atT5273 K. The electric field values areEx50,
Ey50 @snapshot ~a!#; Ex50, Ey55.54 kV/cm @snapshot ~b!#; Ex50,
Ey551.74 kV/cm @snapshot ~c!#; and Ex50, Ey553.59 kV/cm
@snapshot~d!#.
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ample at Ey536.29 kV/cm, we obtain the multidomain
d33;371 pC/N and the corresponding single domain
d33;356 pC/N. In contrast, atEy550.99 kV/cm, we find that
the multidomain valued33;685 pC/N and single domain
valued33;372 pC/N. The difference between the single do-
main and multidomain electromechanical response~i.e., d33

values! just below the multidomain transition field value is a
consequence of the proximity of the system to the field in-
duced rhombic to rectangular transition~which occurs at a
higher field value for the single domain state!.

To conclude, we have used a Ginzburg–Landau formal-
ism to study the electromechanical properties of domain en-
gineered ferroelectrics. The model calculation incorporates
nonlocal elastic and electrostatic effects. The simulations
demonstrate that domain walls do not significantly influence
the piezoelectric response at small fields. However, at high
fields, domain walls act as nuclei for field induced structural
phase transitions and consequently the transition occurs at
lower field values for theengineeredmultidomain state com-
pared to the corresponding single domain state. The low field
behavior is consistent with the reported results on

0.67Pb~Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3– 0.33PbTiO3 .4,5 Further experiments
would test our predictions about the role of domain walls as
nucleation sites.
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FIG. 2. ~a! Variation of ^Px& ~line with circles! and ^Py& ~line with crosses! with the applied fieldEy for the evolution shown in Fig. 1. Also shown is the
variation of Px ~solid line! and Py ~dashed line! for a single domain.~b! Variation of the uniaxial strain̂hyy(Ey)&2^hyy(0)& ~line with circles! with the
electric fieldEy . The corresponding single domain response is also shown~solid line!. The inset of~b! shows the variation ofd33 with electric fieldEy in the
range 40–75 kV/cm. The line with squares represents the multidomain and the solid line depicts the single domain.
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